As I have gone alone in there
And with my treasures bold,
I can keep my secret where,
And hint of riches new and old.

Forrest Fenn’s Magnum Opus
Begin it where warm waters halt
And take it in the canyon down,
Not far, but too far to walk.
Put in below the home of Brown.
Sage Peak

Home of Brown

Brown Trout Spawning

Symbolic of House Bronze

Put in below

Symbolic Escape from School

Hebgen Lake

Water

So why is it that I must go and leave my toves for all to see? The answer I already know, I've done it tired, and now I'm weak.

Contiguous Clues

So hear me all and listen good, your effort will be worth the cold. If you are brave and in the wood, I give you title to the gold.

If you've been wise and found the blaze, look quickly down, your quest to start.

There'll be no paddle up your creek, just heavy loads and water high.

From there it's no place for the meek, the end is ever drawing nigh. Starting late.

Put in below the home of Brown

Begin it where warm waters halt.

As I have gone alone in there and with my treasures bold, I can keep my secret where, and hint of riches new and old.

Madison River

Not far, but too far to walk.

And take it in the canyon down.

Put in below the home of Brown.

Hebgen Lake

West Yellowstone

My secret fishing hole.
From there it's no place for the meek,
The end is ever drawing nigh;
There'll be no paddle up your creek,
Just heavy loads and water high.
If you've been wise and found the blaze,
Look quickly down, your quest to cease,
But tarry scant with marvel gaze,
Just take the chest and go in peace.
The Blaze
Salamander Geoglyph
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Of all the traits ascribed to salamanders, the ones relating to fire have stood out most prominently in salamander lore. This connection probably originates from a behavior common to many species of salamander: hibernating in and under rotting logs. When wood was brought indoors and put on the fire, the creatures "mysteriously" appeared from the flames.

Legend of the Salamander

**SALAMANDER element of FIRE**

- Endures heat, Puts out fire
- Regenerates
- Nocturnal

*Persian: samander sām, "fire", and andarūn, "within"*

In all fables we are told
That the Salamander is born in the fire; In the fire it has that food and life Which Nature herself has assigned to it. It dwells in a great mountain Which is encompassed by many flames.
So why is it that I must go
And leave my trove for all to seek?
The answers I already know,
I've done it tired, and now I'm weak.

My name is Minnie Hollow Wood. I fought beside our men against the US Calvary at Little Bighorn.

I am a woman warrior who has earned her feathers. My headdress is not a fashion statement!

Looks Like a Hat

Fenn wearing hats in all pictures
The last Omega Ω or “Mega O”

Look Quickly Down

Gold or Sun

6 ft. Under

Pot of Gold

Dragonfly = Water

Upside Down Omega

Dragonfly symbol on box (below lid)

So hear me all and listen good,
Your effort will be worth the cold.
If you are brave and in the wood
I give you title to the gold.